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London, May 13.- The British foreign office is in receipt of an early settlement of the claims against Guatemala. The last, dispatches from the
British minister, Sir Lionel E. G.
indicated that a satisfactory reply to the British demand was anticipated in a day or two.
The British minister's Instructions
authorize him to call on a British
warship, should he think its presence
in Guatemalan waters desirable.
Therefore, although the foreign office had not as late as today been
advised that the British cruiser Aeolus had departed from Kingston, Jamaica, for Puerta Barrios, it is thought
rjuite likely that the British minister
has called on her commander to hasten, by the appearance of the vessel,
the payment of the long overdue debt.
Although the matter la considered
as one absolutely
between Great
Britain and Guatemala, the United
States government has been advised
of the British intention to insist on
the payment, of the bondholders.
Guatemala's failure to do tlm as
promised at the end of April, has, it
is stated, in official circles, only made
the British minister's notes to the
Guatemalan government moro
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STEEL TRUST AS A FEDERALS HOPE TO SPIRE STRUCK

TARDY GUATEMALA
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Barrington Hall Cottolene
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J All I A TC

zona, Mexico and to the
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

BANKING

You can fry fish in Cottolene,
and use the remaining fat for
frying potatoes or other food.
The odor of the fish will not be
imparted to the other fried food.
Cottolene is not alone economical for the reason that it can be
used over and over, but also because it is richer than butter or
less is required.
lard, and
It is twice as economical as but
ter; much more economical than
lard.
Cottolene makes rich, digestible, tasty, healthful food. Does
not make food
greasy, and is
free from

AND
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MUCH
SPEECH

BASH
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Best
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West

For Rates and Full Information "Address
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Spread Until Nearly All
Over Body. Crust on Head. Hair
Fell Out. Itch Terrible. Cuticura
Soap and Ointment Cured.

On

R-

THE BEST.

Monroe, Wis. " When my baby vraa six
(By Gilson Gardner.)
old there came a rush on his face
Washington, D. C May 13. That weeks
which finally spread until It got nearly all
THAT
the committees of conwss which deal over
his body. It formed a crust on his
with the subject of banking and curWE
was
Itch
terrible.
the
MAKE1
and
fell
out
hair
A
WILL
head,
rency should not be made up of bank When Mo would scratch the crust tho water
WHEN YOV
WITH
ers, is the demand of Representative would ooze out in big drops. On face and
i o was In a
would
form
scalo
and
dry
body
a
STOCK
Lindbergh, of Minnesota, author of
SZZ
Ho was in great misery and at nights
one-thirresolution which cites an interesting off.
I wii .nl lay awako holding his hands so
GOODS.
GOOD
history on the activity in past years of that could not scratch and disfigure himI tried simple remedies at first, then
THEM FOR.
bankers in controlling fiscal legislaself.
tion in their own interests.
got n. liiclnc, but It did no good. Finally
HERE
YOU THEY
frii id suggested Cuticura Remedies, so
He cites a number of circulars and aI sei.s
i:ir a sample to see what they would
AT A FAIR.
letters mined from the records in the do, v. a to my surprise after a few applicacongressional
WP" ?TAMn
OF"
library. For instance, tions ' could see an improvement, and ho
would rest bitter. I bought a box of Cutithere was the Hazard circular,
Cuticura
cake
a
of
and
cura ointment
Soap
during the Civil war period. Hazand Iv re I had them half used my baby
EVERYBODY LIKES A CERTAIN AMOUNT OF APPLAUSE AND
ard was an agent of English
money
I. His head Is now covered with a
was c
witli Amerilenders who
THEY HAVE
luxuriii... growth of hair and his complexion APPRECIATION SHOWN THEM WHEN THEY KNOW
DONE A GOOD THING. WE ARE ALWAYS TRYING TO MAKE A HIT
can bankers. In his circular he said: is admired by everybody and has no dis"Slavery is likely to be abolished by figurements. I liopo other mothers will WITH THE PEOPLE IN OUR COMMUNITY BY HAVING A NEW, FULL
the war power and all chattel slavery profit by my experience and not bo worn STOCK OF RELIABLE HARDWARE, AND BY BEING ABLE TO GIVE
S Coltolene is never
who aro tortured with CUSTOMERS JUST WHAT THEY WANT, AND BY MAKING
This I and my European. out w iih poor babies
abolished.
GOOD, HONsold in bulk
skin :md walp alfoctions."
i
(Signed) Mrs.
EST PRICES, SO THAT EVERYONE WHO BUYS HARDWARE FROM
is
in
friends are
favor of, for slavery
1011.
20.
Annus
Saunders,
in
Sept.
vvay3
US WILL GO AWAY SATISFIED. WE CAN DO NO BETTER ADVERTISbut the owning of labor and carries
Cuticura Soap and Ointment do so much
tin pails, which proING THAN TO PLEASE OUR CUSTOMERS AND GET THEIR CONFIwhile
the
with
and
care
of
the
for
it
hands,
red,
complexions,
rough
poor
laborers,
tect it from dirt,
DENCE AND GOOD WILL.
the European plan, led on by England,
dry, ;hin and fulling hair, and cost so little
dust and odors. It
is almost criminal not to use them.
thai
it
H
shall
control
labor
that capital
by
is always uniform
Sulci !iy dealers throughout tho world.
WOOD -and dependable.
controlling wages. The great debt that
ample of each mailed free, with 32-ti e capitalists will Bee to it is made
book on tho 6kln and scalp. Address postPhone 14.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
Phone 14.
THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMFAHY
out of the war, must be used as a j card "Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
men should use Cuticura
i. Tender-faced
means to control the volume of money,
? To
accomplish this the bonds must be Sua.) tihaving Slick, 20c Sample, free.
used as a banking basis. We are now
waiting for the secretary of the treas- balm to
Martha Green- - i
to
ury to make this recommendation
beiiM.', who had explained that her re- congress, it will not do to allow the ceii' lovers action had left her "terribgi cen back, as it is called, to circulate ly broke up."
From 47 to 71 dogrce3 was the as money anv length of time, as we
Miss Greenhouse explained that she
range In temperature here yesterday cannot control that. But we can con- was to have become the bride of
and the average relative humidity was trol the bonds and through them the Roniiniecki
last year. He bought the
22 per cent. It was a clear, warm day bank issues.''
wedding ring and procured a marriage
with a mean temperature of 60 de- Another circular quoted by Mr. Lceese, she said. Then,
just before
N THESE DAYS OP MODERN METH
grees or five degrees above the aver- I.indebergh was issued by Jay Cooke, th(. (!ate set for t!le
he sent
m,ptiaiSi
age. At 8 a. in. the mercury stood the fiscal agent for the government a friend to tell her that "the
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporwedding
at 47 In Santa Fe. In other cities it near the close of the war, in which he war- off."
was as follows:
tant part. The grandfather would
said: "We lay down the proposition
Hiie demanded
explanations, she
Amarillo,
Bismarck, "fi; Boise. Hint our national debt made perma sai.l, and he told her
she waB "too
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-ho40; Cheyenne, 41;
Dodge City, lii; nent and rightly managed, will be n ter
and to young for him.''
poramental
Grand national blessing. The funded debt of Lai
3S;
em
and why all this light? To
Durango, 2S; Flagstaff,
or, she said, he married another.
Junction, 54; Helena, 42; Kansas City, tho United States is the addition of On the stand. Rominiecki declared
more homelike to make
home
make
the
64; Lander, 42; Los Angeles, 51;
to the previously realiz- he was justified in breaking the
5'j,O0O,(i00,00O
riioenix, 62; Portland, 44; ed wealth of tho nation. It is three
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
he said, "she
Pueblo, CO; Rapid City, 4li; Itoseburg, thousand millions added to the actual kit !:ed because"Why,''
I paid only S5 for the
for father, mother and children. Good light
42; Roswell, 50; Salt Lake, 46; San available
capital."
rii.g, and when I just spilt a little
Francisco, oO; Spokane, 42; Tonopah,
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
also water on her dress she called me 'bug
Mr. Lindberg's resolution
32; Winemucea, S8.
quotes from the
panic cir- house.' She had a bad temper. Then,
desired.
Forecast.
cular of 1S93, which bears date of maybe, she was too young for me."
For Santa Fe and vicinity: General- .March 11 of that year and was mailed
ly fair tonight; Wednesday possibly to bankers by the American Bankers'
WANTED TO SELL HER
showers and cooler.
association, in which they are instructFor Now Mexico: Generally fair, ex ed that "the interest of national banks
BODV FOR CLOTHES
cept local showers in north portion to- require immediate financial legislation
night or Wednesday; colder Wednes by congress. Silver, silver certificates
Cincinnaii, May 13. A plainly but
day, and northwest portion tonight.
and treasury notes must De recirea ana
woman sat in the waitConditions.
national bank noteB upon a gold basis
Centers of low Duromolers are pres made the only money. This will re- ing room of the receiving ward of the
ent this morning over western Kan- quire the authorization of five hun- City Hospital yesterday awaiting her
turn among a dozen or more afflicted
with dred millions to one thousand
sas, and .lortheast Arizona,
ones of her sex. She patiently sat
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
warmer weather over Kansas, the Texcirof new bonds as the basis of
through an hour or more and finally,
as panhandle,
and southeast N'ew culation. You will at once retire
IENT
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to touch the button and
when Receiving Clerk Walsh proceed.Mexico.
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of your corculation and call in ed to take her name and
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personal
is ready to cook your
stove
South
western Missouri,
your
Dakota,
f
of your loans. Bo careful to
ncrthern Utah, northern Nevada, make a monetary stringency among tory, she startled that usually placid
Iron ready to use, your toasted
individual by saying:
Montana, Idaho, Washington and Ore- your patrons, especially
among
I
name
is
Eleanor
Muchmore,
"My
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
the
cooler
with
in
weather
the latter
gon,
ready
business men. Advocate an
states, due to the advance of an area extra session of congress to repeal the live in Cumminsville never mind the
um
cleaner
ready for the fray, your washer
street. I'm not a patient, I've simply
of high barometer from the north Paclause of the Sherman law come here to sell my body."
fan ready to cool the heatto
purchasing
cleanse,
ready
cific.
Generally fair weather is indi- - ai.d act with other banks of your city
Walsh was
for the time
will do every thing
rooms.
ed
cated tonight, with possibly showers in
Electricity
securing a large petition to congress being, and then asked, with a gasp:
and cooler Wednesday.
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furnish
at reasonable rates,
for
it
you.
for its unconditional repeal, per ac"You don't want us to kill you, do
and full InforEstimates
and
companying form. Use personal influ- you?"
n'ght
day
REPUBLICANS WANT THE
ence with your congressman, and parMiss
Muchmore,
"Oh,
no,"
replied
mation cheeerfully given.
RESOLUTION CHANGED.
ticularly let your wishes be known to "but I want new clothes badly and I
Springfield, lib, May 13. Before the your senators."
bo
to
1
sell
able
might
thought that
debate in the lower house on the pro
Mr. Lindberg concludes by calling
to some doctor in this instiposed initiative and referendum reso- attention to the national monetary my bodyto be delivered
after my na- tution,
lution began today, Republican mem- commission, the Aldrich
death."
organization:tu,.ai
bers caucused, and decided to stand which, as he says, in 190S 'formed a
Walsh explained that the institution
a
HJUg
solidly for an amendment specifying league with branches in many of
more bodies than they knew what
thejhad
a
of
those
that
majority
voting "at
all of which have since been' to do with. The woman seemed great-anthe election" shall be necessary to the slates,
still are actively engaged in an iiv disaimointed and walked awav. Xo- enactment of a proposed measure into attempt to influence congress in favor
thing in her speech or demeanor inlaw, instead of a majority of those vot- of legislation in substance the same dicated that she was demented.
She
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senate
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as that recommended by the national !iB about 40 years old, of pleasing fea- resolution reads.
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address.
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Washington,
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A
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of
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aster
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experienced seamen. A mangled form
desert land.
cf the bill was passed at the last sesFor Repairing of All Kinds
sion, but even this was vetoed by Taff.
IT'S A MISTAKE.
In Metal and Wood
The "net weight law," a measure
ReStatements That May Be Investigated passed in the closing hours of the last
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?
congress requiring all food packages
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The old idea of selling things
measure, or
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who have not read his humorous
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every need.
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The little shop, the modern
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Bookcase
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my work brought on a recurrence of
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Philadelphia, May 13. The fact that
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my trouble. I at once took Doan's
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Kidney Pills and they gave me reliaf. his fiance kilcked because he paid
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A medicine that lives up to the claims only $3 for a wedding ring, and the adyou where to shop and what to
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to
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buy.
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INSTITUTE

ROSWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Pecos
Valley,3,700feetabove sealevel,
sunshine every day. Open air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.

v

Regents

:

E. A. CAHOOX,

President.

J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POE, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.

r For particulars and Illustrated

cats-Ogu-

address,
COL. JAS. W. W1LLS0N, Supt.
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"Fixit Shop"

and Furniture
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SCOTTISH

RITE MASONIC

REUNION

SANTA FE, N. M., JUNE 16, 17 AND 18, 1913.
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For the above occasion the D. & R. G. R. R. will pro
tect rate of ONE FARE for round trip from stations Farmington, Aztec, N.M., Durango, Colo.,
Alamosa, Colo., Espanola, N. M., and all
directly intermediate stations.
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,X
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::
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IIf

$350

From Farmington and Aztec, N. M., June 13th.
Front Durango, Colo, (not including Antonito) June 14th.
From All Points South of Antonito, June 15th.
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is the monkey's appreciation

THE TARIFF, THE AMERICAN WOMAN AND THE
CLOTHES SHE WEARS!

his living body. And as he sunk deeper into tho opening levee he shouted,
"Crevasse! Crevasse!" until at last
fact that he was discovered
Iflp came from neighboring plantawhen about to make away with a
tions.
Chicago
May 13. The notorious whole tray of full or jewelry.
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of Standard Oil."
It is poor business for any country Iget a Carnogle hero medal for him.
The midnight visitor at the Evan-- the animal spring upon the window
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rope ,,Vid,,nt!y fastened to him, ing it with a substantial iron fence
R. M. Zown, City.
BUiiiir null- - Liita
ueicr.Illwt'U
see
in
to
dark
modern countries are, to get cheap, when it gives us free wool and
the
able
ii;g
but wl)0 faik,d becaUB0 of tho excito. with a eoncrete foundation.
Miss
This imOffearn, City.
moderate-priceduces
which
the
on
duties
clothing
blankets and flanThe only thing that seems to be nient to see it.
T. E. Purdy, Gallup.
nave mreuu w, wunr A.pllj a3 it is) ,0(Jay ,u our nt Is and dress
Aiosi or me leacm-iprovement was found necessary owing
goods to only about one
A. If. Long, Gallup.
the attacks that are frequently departed on their vacations.
own iTnitod States!
third of what they were it at once
J. G. Rammer, Gallup.
made on picket fences, resulting in
Superintendent and Mrs. V. h. 0m, reason for this-- not
the only begins tho restoration of quality.
F. M. Kline, Ienver.
the removal of a picket hero and there Fchauh and their two children expect Jme but oneia tho hgh tariff which
These rates give Iho world a chance
S. Ashenhurst, Colorado Springs,
If.
for
the
east.
to
week
tho
this
fence
leave
entire
our
Thejcuts,
off
rendering
from
competition a!, our trade and the woman can pick
(S)
cothing
fi)S)(S5
Max. Buckmann, Alamosa, Colo.
name of Rev. Mr. Schnub's successor v lth tilat of the old world, where peo- - and choose and
not only the adget
John G. Worth, Rio Arriba.
A. Reingardt has the contract for has not yet been announced.
pie are trained to believe in quality vantage of competitive
prices, but
Typewriters which reBenito Baca and wife, Tucumcarl.
demand it and where manufac- - competitive quality. Under this bill
land
quire hand settings of the
jturers are not only proud of the qual- - cotton manufacturers will have to J. P. Earickson and wife, Las Vo- cm ciiu pnopiK, u.e uiaim i a.i.vu.., i1y ot what tht,y mak(?) ,)llt indeed !Rjve more thread and less stiffenine ifc
carriage in order to reach
TO PRESERUE
Mrs. F. A. Manzanares, Las V egas.
the great cave of Kentucky, the native !C01lId not
, .
,holr lradc if they dld jto tne
the farting point of any
re incn Thov
C. A Carruth. Antonito.
INDIAN LANGUAGE tribes of the Philippines and other t give lt.kepp
ook (Q llw tml
t,
line are now
U
Conway Alamosa,
tuhjects. but many other toP1cs that
d , this
8ell thn womou for fllpv wj ,
wnH ad
w(,n the t;riT
C
. t.
s societies and
been renLas Vegas.
' 3tiori
.,.,,,
,
nP
Those who started home at the noon relate to young . peoeple
n
nno
r.hnoa.hl,
,,!
i
I. M. Kricdbere. San Francisco.
hour yesterday were somewhat suron
was it should never
And so, for the sake of the woman
"ody insisted
R. C. Treceder, Coca Cola.
Mr. Cole has three lectures which be so high as to release our manufac- - L ho rears her babies on
prised tho more they listened to hear
a slender IX A. Brjtnbaugh, Denver.
uuui .uki turers irom tiio necessity ot making
the torn torn of the Indian drum and a.e oi imiuuuiiu linnet
ipurse that she may have better
II. F. Meyers, Denver.
the wierd chants of the dance of the on the souttnvest, eacn accompameu iteings winch would wear as well as elothintr for them nt ebenner nriePK
H. B. Jamison, Albuquerque.
do
in
In
Pueblo. The 12th of August, or the ly v::, views.
the
world.
they
auywhero
ins well as for many other sound reasA.
Harnett, Gallup.
"!Hh of September, the days so well
"The Playground," is the first, show-- , many things essential to comfort thisjons, let us put our shoulders to the
Toni Pecanio, Navajo.
The duties have Underwood bill and help shove it
known iii the Pueblo's calendar as in,; the great plateau region, the paint-- has been forgotten.
P. S. Rimpcrt, St. Ixmis.
has through.
celebrated by the Santa Claras and the td desert, the Grand Canyon and the been so high that competition
jfrwintrtii Sam art
Taos Indians, respectively, had not ar- liiost magnificent scenery in the world.
destroyed the American manu- ,
Montezuma Hotel.
The scond is "The Ancient Cliff tacturer, unmolested in his market, AS HEROIC AS HOLLAND'S BOY
rived, nor was it yet, the annual dance
S. A. Hernhard, Canton, Ohio.
comc
t0
rfi
for
was
!l!ns
a
nothing
of the Tesumie Indians, but it
showing the ruins and
HERO IS RALPH SERPAS, WHO
Mr. and Mrs. E, Christman, Callnp.
record dance of the the latter Indians,
left by prehistoric men in li,v. b,lt everything for looks and the
PLUGGED UP LEVEE HOLE WITH
A. A. Boyle, Albuquerque.
American nonscwite has had to tako
for phonographic the southwest.
given especially
HIS BODY.
U W. Smith, City.
what she could get for her price.
records, and taking place In the pla
The third is "The Modern CHIT
Cole Hudspeth. City.
Lament
Palace.
cita of the Old
George
What schoolboy has not been thrilne
People or Pueblos," shewing the home
Captain FornoiT, City.
M
Cole has been here, and lhat fact l!!e, strange customs and wierd rites
led by the story of "The Leak in the
Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Williams, Bris- means much for the future preserva- and ceremonies of these people.
Holof
the
hero
of
Dyke," telling
boy
toi, It. I.
The Column Selector of the Model 10 Remington
tion of the songs and song lore of our
land who saved his country from deMr. Colo has made these subjects of
Mr. and Mrs. N. M. Connell, Albuselects the exact point in each line where the writsouthwest Indians. .Mr. Cole is get- value to the teacher and popular with
struction by crouching all night in the querque.
trancold, with his arm stopping a hole
ting some records of songs for
Mrs. H. E. Fox, Albuquerque.
Chautauqua audiences and it is hoped
ing is to begin not by a step to step movement
that would have otherwise opened and
scription into piano scores. lie is a that Santa Pe residents and tourists at
O. AMatson, Albuquerque.
of the carriage not by tedious hand adjustments
let in the flooding ocean?
noted and successful lecturer, traveler no distant date may hear him in this
Mareolla Matson, Albuquerque.
but by the automatic response of the carriage to the
and explorer. He is taking these rec- city.
Well, Louisiana has just such a
C. B. Stubblofield, Alcalde.
ords that they may be transscribed
boy hero, who did an even more heroic
Acasio Callegos, Estancia,
pressure of a single key.
He
is
deed.
and perpetuated by his daughter, Mrs.
Ralph Serpas, a
O. L. Owen. City.
In ordinary letter writing, the position for. writing
The great calamity in Omaha was
Homer I). Rose, a gifted musician,
W. A. Davis, City.
the
by
quickly
terribly
of
the date, the address, the first line each paragraph,
who is at the head of the Rose Conser- disastrous floods in Ohio.
.1. C. Duncan, St. Joe, Mo.
Great suf"Yours truly," and addressing the envelopes is
R. V. Winchester, Albuquerque.
vatory of Music in Los Angeles. Mr. fering and sickness from colds and exColo has a strong and winning perO. C. Backus, Albuquerque.
reached instantly, the hands
the operator never
Cali2217
posure resulted. L. Poole,
W. A. Cameron, El Paso.
sonality and is .well known for his fornia St., Omaha, writes: "My daughIf the price increases Ihe poor man
leaving the keyboard
E. .T. MacNamara, New York City.
lectures, not only on ancient and mod- - ter had a very seve cough and cold cannot afford
with it. They
to
up
go
The time saving? Figured on the basis of the
ut Foley's Honey and Tar Compound must continue to buy a $2.r,() pair of
' GOV. AMMONS WANTS
knocked It out in no time." Refuse shoes, a $12.50 suit and a $2 hat. The
operator's wages, it amounts to enough in a short
Woman
NO MORE INTIMIDATION.
Every
substitutes. The Capital Pharmacy.
time to pay for the machine.
merchant meets his demand by chang
is Interested antl shouM
oi
the
but
not
quality
the
price,
ing
Send for our illustrated booklet describing the many
knnw About tho wonderful
Denver, Colo., May 13. Governor
It will not
you to waste "our ll;e goods.
labor saving features of the Remington Visible Models
Marvpl Whirling Spray time writing pay
Amnions today intimated that he
forn
a
out
your
inrouRh
legal
Not long ago I went
Douche
would veto the bill by which the rewhen you can get them already prln. manufactory with a Bhoe man where
cent legislature sought to repeal the
ed at the New Mexican Printing cor, lil.OOU or more pairs of ?L'.r.O Bhoes are
(Incorporate
law prohibiting boycotting, picketing
Askronrdrufnrlstfor
nany.
turned out every day. The profit on
H. line cannot
1645 Champa Street, Denver, Colorado.
and intimidation.
Labor leaders repthe MARVKL.
He
indeed.
small
is
shoes
of
a pair
20 unions waited upon the
accept no other, but
resenting
of
New
Mexican
Want
cost
Ads
increased
every
always teld me of the
seni stamp for book.
governor and urged him to sign the
brine results. Try it.
Mnrvcl Co., 44E. 23d St.H.T.
Thread cost more, leather
material.
bill.
and lining are more. He could not
"Why open the doors
again to
make the. shoe for $2.50. but people
turmoil and bloodshed in Colorado?"
rnilrt nnlv nav S2.50:
therefore, it
asked the governor.
the
"Why take a
hud been necessary to change
'
step backward? I will not affix my
He showed
;t1
quality of the material.
signature to any law that seeks to re
me the leather and linings which he
move every restraint and would
had used in 1900 and which he was
RALPH SERPAS.
conditions to which none of us
using now. They wero decidodly in
want
to
return."
ferior.
old New Orleans lad, who saved the
That is, the man and woman who Poydras levee below New Orleans.
A slight cold in a child or a grown
buys the $2.50 shoe is getting a poorRalph, walking along the dyke dur
er shoe and will have to buy more ing the recent flood, Baw a place where person holds possibilities of a grave
hole had opened in the bank and nature. Croup may come on suddenly,
pbirs or go without.
Tho muslin of which cheap cloiliin
Tho bronchitis or pneumonia may develop,
(ho water was boiling through.
is now made is not as good for thedjrt n around was crumbling and tho severe catarrhal
troubles and
are possible results. Foley's
price as 10 years ago. The material 1;cje growmg arger. In a few minutes
in
is more open that is, you are noi the
Mississippi would be pouring Honey and Tar Compound nips a cold
at. the outset, cures
croup quickly,
getting the same number of threads through it in an irresistible torrent.
Krick
the square inch as you used to.
There was no one else near. Ralph checks a deepseated cough, and heals
tj
the-leadeThe Capital
Nellie
People complain that tho laundry did not hesitate. He sprang into the inflamed membrances.
wears out their cottons and linens torrent and tried to stop the hole with I harmacy.
Mrs.
a close
ai d they show their garments full of
in
holes, which they charge to acids used
in washing and to rough handling by
local
elves in
mangles. Nine cases out of ten perhaps 99 out of 100 the fault is in the
NO SCHEME ! NO FAKE ! A STRAIGHT FORWARD MERIT CONTEST
cloth. It was little better than cheese
cloth when it came from tho loom,
but it had been so treated that the
REMEMBER
(careless purchaser believed it good
ONLY MERCHANDISE PURCHASES
thick cotton and so lt was tnics wnn
stiffening, which disappeared when it
CONOR DUE
COUNT IN
was wot!
ComNew
TEST,
Tho most conspicuous deterioration
Here
ir, quality is in woolen goods.
temporaI
we have our worst failure in attempthereby nominate and cast 5,000 votes for
conso
ing to establish an industry by a high
Miss, Mr. or Mrs
duty. We have been tryiug for years,
HARDWARE AND HOUSE FURNISHby taxing wool and woolen goods, to
Address
supply our market and we are still
INGS ARE USED BY EVERYBODY.
unable to produce much more than 10
a candidate in the Santa Fe New Mexican's great $5,000
as
NO ONE GOES BAREFOOTED.
per cent of what we use. We probably
contest.
prize
if we kept up
more
do
never
could
ALL HAVE TO EAT.
This nomination blank, when clipped out, name and adour present duties, which have made
dress properly filled in and mailed or delivered to the conus pay fully twice as much for woolen
So
you
test department of The Santa Fe New Mexican will count
uoUb as we would pay if there were
as 5,000 votes for the candidate nominated.
on ?
no uuiy
Note: Candidates are expected to nominate themselves in
Last year in Europe, I bought for
NOTE
CHANGE IN VALUE OF VOTES-D- UE
this contest. Don't wait for Bomeone else to nominate you.
BILLS COUNT
VOTES;
Jl a yard of goods which would have
Clip this blank and send in today.
cost mo $2.50 in New York and 1
PURCHASES COUNT DOUBLE VOTES ; THIRTY-DA- Y
ACCOUNTS COUNT SINGLE VOTES
t'ctind serge at 67 cents a yard which
OMLY
NOMINATION BUNK ACCEPTED FOR EACH
sells for $1.37
here; mohair for 47
CANDIDATE NOMINATED.
cents which retails here for $1.
These prices make it impossible for
to buy
(lie woman on small means
She must
woolen goods any longer.
Good
tbke all kinds of substitutes and if
if
which
you analyze these substitutes,
of course, are sold here for "all wool,"
you
all
you will find them practically
cotton!
shirts,
Cheap sweaters, babies'
Show
blankets, dress goods, scores of artiin
One of the most pleasing features of
cles which the salesmen swear to you
the family meal is delicious preserves
me "every stitch wool," if boiled in
STANDING OF THE CANDIDATES IS AS
"
the kind with "
caustic alkali, come out as good as
goodness to them.
new. if they had been wool nothing
Lulu Krick
530,391 Nellie Nusbaum
78,365 Mrs. Fred Hogle ... 23,785 Dorothy Safford
7,300
Ortiz
1,295
Lucy
MOREYS
would have remained!
497,639 Carmen Abreu
Nellie Gann
68,605 Tiburcita Gonzales.. 23,375 Polly Borrego
5,655 Lola Mlchaelson
1,210
Now cotton is a useful material ; cotMrs. W. G. Sargent. 434,156 Ida Clouthier
67,720 Mrs. G. F. McNitt.. 20,865
Edna Lutz
4,935 Mrs. C. L. Bowlds
1,195
ton underclothing, if well knit and
Mrs. C. Parsons ...340,005 Mrs. V. Casados ... 57,898 Petrlta Delgado
79,845 Mrs. Gus Koch .... 3,945 Mrs. G. W. Armijo.
1,1 f 5
finished, is durable and
330,978 Mrs. C. Patterson... 53,138 Elena Sena
Mrs. Paul Ooran
19,040 Ernestina Delgado.. 3,563 Ruth Mendenhall .
1,120
cotton blankets are useful for sum
329,030 Mary Quiritana
Edith Marmon
49,360 Rumaldo Gomez ... 18,260
Cecelia Palmer ... 2,940 Jean Law
1,115
mer; cotton worsteds make a good
Mrs. E. L. Wheeler. 317,580 Mrs. Fred Alarid
49,055 Mr. C. F. Kanen .. 17,225
Mrs. J. V. Conway.
2,670 Mrs. R. L. Cooper.. 1,110
.238.&C8 Etta Moore
looking suit at the start.
Frances Leeson.
44,060 Laura Montoya
16,835
Louisa Dletzel
..
Katherlne
Brown
2,275
1,085
But none of these things are warm
are that kind. They are the product of the house
Mrs. Thomas Doran. 37,685 Margaret Miller
Belle Anaya
Mrs. E. N. Peden.. 2,000 Edith Hampel
16,08?
1,095
none of them look well long.
and
wife's best recipes, and are made from choice
Eloisa Herrera .. .12i,943 Lulsfta Sena
33,800 Ramona Baca
Mrs. Dr. McCarthy.
15,685
1,045
1,595 Helen Knapp
Is there a woman alive who does
May Closson . . . . 85 467 Mrs. W. Parsons ... 27,915 Ruth Nix
ripe and juicy fruits and berries.
10,755
Mrs. W. B. Prince..
1,450 Anna Dletzel
1,040
not want real wool blankets to cover
. 79,744
Mamie Lamberson . 24,340 Mrs. A. Porter-fielClara Gibson . . .
The Best ffle Grocer Can Delivti"
.
Mrs.
10,280
J. Muralter. . . 1.3ZO Mrs. F. C. Blake
1,040
her children in winter; real wool
iL
to
to
them
send
coats
and
stockings
v:&.
Be
mokey
On
of
You
Vote
school in? Still there are hundreds of
SlM
MERCANTILE CO.
W(''t
thousands of women in this country
They
today who cannot get them.
must take imitations which are mainl-

(lacking
TRAINED MONKEV
TO STEAL JEWELRY Hes the

EXTENSIVE IMPROVEMENTS
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Remington Typewriter Company
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Piano Contest I
--

IS A SURE WINNER!

SEE THAT YOUR

and the interest has greatly increased.
The votes are coming
fast, and the
leaders are putting forth every effort to
is
carry away the pianos. Lulu
with
still
Qann pushing

BALLOTS

AREFI LLEI) OUT IN INK OR

j

her hard, and
third.
Sargent
It means that every person Santa Fe
should interest thenu
this
contest and help their favorite candidate.

TYPEWRITER.

No votes will be
REMEMBER counted
unless
filled out in ink

t

1

Blank
Nomination
The Santa Fe New Mexican's

I

PLEASE

or typewriter, to prevent possi
ble errors.

that

$5,000.00

THE

BILLS

PRIZE

as the
Mexican Printing
pany have agreed to withdraw
as not to
rily from participating,
flict with the State Wide Contest.

Contestants, to
REMEMBER tell

yourfriends

to be sure and
mark your name plainly on the
ballot. Remember, it osts you
nothing: to help your friends win
one of these pianos.

$

where can

get three more popular
lines to work

THE

CSH

TRIPLE

:

0e

2

JOHN PFLUEGER
SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY COMPANY
THE MODERN GROCERY COMPANY

as

yourself
had made them

It is the snap and progressiveness of these merchants that made this contest possible.
your appreciation by taking interest the contest and patronizing them.
THE

-COISTTSST
$5,000.00

FOLLOWS:

3

home-made-

....

Solitaire

well-fittin-

...

.1S-,lP-

.......

PRESERVES

....
....

t

....

Very Careful and Put

Each Ballot the Name

the Candidate

Wish to

the

For.

Get Busy and get one of these Fifteen Pianos v31

y cotton.
Now this result

Is almost

entirely

m

a
m
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TUESDAY,

NEW-MEXlCAN-

has at last aroused a protest from
Americaus living In England.
The habit was never better exempliled than in a recent cane of (he
disappearance in London of an American visitor. Every paper in London
and moat of those in the country came
out with big headlines in every one
of which the words "American" and
"Millionaire" were conspicuous. News

SPORTiNG
WORK OF CUBS UNDER

EVERS SILENCES

CAUSTIC CRITICS.

MAY 13, 1913.

NOTICE OF SALE,

State of New Mexico, State Highway

Bonds,
Notice is hereby given that by virtue
of the provisions of Chap. 58 of the
Laws of the First Session of tho First
Slate Legislature of New Mexico, be
ing the laws of New Mexico passed in
1912, and particularly in conformity
with the direction of the Governor of
agencies are constantly sending out New Mexico to the State Treasurer to
stcries of the adventures of "Amerl sell J200, 000.00 of the authorized issue
can Millionaires,'' who, upon investi- of the State
Highway Bonds as providgation, prove to bo soma one whose ed In Sec. 24 of said act, sealed bids
r.ame is not known outside his own for the
purchase of $200,000.00 of the
home town, and who had in all prob- State Highway Uonds of New Mexico
saved
for years the few dollars will be received by the undersigned up
ability
that enabled him to come over to Eng- to Monday the ICth day of June, 3913,
land.
at the hour of two o'clock in the afterThis habit of the English has its in- noon of said day, that at said time
conveniences for Americans traveling and at the office of the State Treasor living in the country.
There are urer In the City of Santa Fe, New Mexalways two prices at the hotels and ico, the said bids will be opened and
other places for the "rich" Ameri- the said bonds awarded to the
highest
cans and the touring Englishmen. This and best bidder therefor.
is what aroused the protest of an Am
The said bonds are of the. denominHe ation of One Thousands Dollars each
erican living in the country.
the
to
papers
Btop it, saying and bear interest at the rate of four
prayed
jhe found his cost of living very much per eeiir per annum and are to be
greater than his English neighbor.
dated July Hit, 1913.
The man who has tho greatest griev-iai.eThe act authorizing the issue of said
however, is an Englishman who bonds provides
that, "The treasurer
married
an
American
"heiress," phnll not accept any bid which is less
jhns
jlis name got into a list of than the par value of the
bond, plus
foreigners who had married fortunes the interest which has accrued there-jelii. America, r.nd was duly published in
between the dale of sale and the
England. Me now explains in a letter Inst
preceding interest maturity date."
Mo the papers that his wife did
not
information relative to the authorizhim a fortune, and that the preation, will be furnished upon applicaviiling belief in her great wealth is' tion.
causing them great embarrassment,
O. N. MARROW,
not the least of which is icund in the
constant stream of demands from the State Treasurer, State of New Mexico.
needy.
Subscribe for the Santa F New
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
ARE GOVERNMENT MEN
the time and works for the upbuildPAID ENOUGH IS
THE QUESTION ASKED. ing of our new State.
j

j

n

i

j

Retirement of Sir Percy Girouard
From Imperial Service Starts British Tongues Wagging.
Winning despite the pitchers has
teen the trick the Chicago Cubs have
shown this spring.
With his pitching staff unfit, Cheney
being the only man able to go the distance apparently, Manager
Evers
startled the baseball world by taking
the Cubs into first place and remaining within one or two games of that
place ever since the season opened.
j

TRAijmER jOmnimy EvERS AND ASSISTANTS

OVERALL, CHENEY, ARCHER AND BRESNAHAN ARE
BEAR BEHAVE.

MAK-

ING THE

Evers is the managerial surprise oi oLe for the Trojan.
the National league. We have the
Murphy gathered several stars, inword of no less an authority than J. cluding Itogtr liicnah" ., ex-.- i
m'ger
Muggsy McOraw for this. Following, cf the Cardinals, for Evers. Men who
as he did, in the footsteps of Frank doubted Evers' ability to succeed deChance and having to wear down the clared Murphy hired Bresnahan to
bitter feeling against Owner C. W. step into the shoes of the "Keystane
Murphy, the task has not been an easy
when he failed, but the showing

oi fivers has weakened

i
j

this story.
The big "if" in tho minds of the
fans is, "Will the pitchers do their
part?" Should they fail, the Cubs
will not look much like the Cubs of!
old. Should they live tin to renuire-- !
ments, Murphy, Evers & Company
will turn the laugh upon their critics,

S.C.Buff Orpingtons

lor i.ie team nas uie aDimy to back
London, May 13. The secret of
ur in pitchers, beyond question. The the retirement of Sir Percy Girouard'
acqu sition of Oi val Overall will un- - from tlie imperial service to join the
doiii
strengthen the pitching board of directors of the great ship

staii
Tho present eastern trip will test
the ibihty of the Cubs as a team and'
of ivers as manager. The future can
b( read plainly in the results of the
lies played in Brooklyn, I'hiladel-j
pi, n, New York and Boston.
1

.

.

building firm of Messrs
Armstrong,
Whitworth & Company is out,
Sir Percy is a Canadian bv birth.
and he is about, to return to the Do- minion to advise on tho suitability of
certain Canadian ports for the con-struct Ion of docks and other engineer- iug works in connection with future
He will also consult
shipbuilding.
with the Dominion ministers in regard to the dry docks to be built at
Halifax, Quebec and Esquimau.
It is
understood that the private tenders
for these, docks having proved unsatisfactory the Canadian
government
have decided to build them

EGGS FCR HATCHING

S2.00.33 EGGS
i
j

I

The

early hatched Chick makes
the Winter Layer !

FRESH

EGGS

FOR

THE

j

TABLE.

re- dub, was today unconditionally
CRAS. JL WHEELON,
TO EE GIVEN BY
according to announcement BANQUET
...
iuLao oiiiim
COLLEGE FRATERNITY MEN.
Phone 204 J.
315 Palace Ave.
voce grew more distinct and he seem- At the meeting of the banquet
nounced that Barney Pelty, purchased
ed more at east.
of the
from the St. Louis Americans,
associahad
The pitching this season in the mai ue
New York, May 13. Forty-fou- r
lasted nearly imu ueen goId to the
polo
club of tion of New Mexico on Sunday afterjjal(toore
What tlie Trost Did Not
jor leagues has been of higher class ponies, the best that British money Uli IIOUI.
the National league.
noon, final arrangements were made
than in 1012. This is shown clearly could buy, were unloaded from the
for the banquet to be given at the Al-- j
Get
Minneapolis today and sent
varado hotel on May 27th, at 7 p. m.
by the great number of games decid- steamship
Bugs and
to the stables of the Piping Rock
CATCHING EASIER
Every national fraternity man in
ed by one tally.
was
Sir
Girouard
born
in
Percy
iCountrv Cluh on T.niio- Island i n I'd a rll.
THAN YEARS AGO the state is urgently requested to Montreal. He joined the royal en- - Insects Will!
Of the 113 games contested this Vss for the international rnln M'm
UOT f,c
.a .u U..
iginee,, aml making railway con- spring 52 have been decided by the m June. The ponies, entered uuder a
Taylor, president ; or any member of Btpuction a
Unless you act right now.
I was
specialty, rendered splean
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THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
Organized

in 1870.

of a bank' endurance and strength.
Its adaptability to changing condihas successfully withstood all the
and commercial disasters for over
Its management has regarded safety as of
forty years.
the first Importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank Is not living on Its history
but depends for Its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit and Deposit Accounts opened.
Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries.
Coupons collected and cashed. Stock ExSales and Purchases effected.
change
Telegraphic
transfers of money made.
It is Important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit
Confer with our officers In regard to your banklii
business.

rime la the test
determines
tions. This bank
country's financial
Growth
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Where are you going to spend your vacation? If you enjoy dancing, fishing, hunting, horseback riding tennis
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Accommodations already reserved ahead to July. Is
ona and two room cabins or rooms in main building.
Yours?
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jail sentence that they will long
member and which will bo a lesson
that will prevent a repetition of this
SEES IT
class of proceedings.
One can understand why men, sometimes in a fit of desperation and at
Tonight's Meeting.
the end of their rope, take what does
The meeting tonight at tho Arch- not
belong to them, but to maliciously
of
the
rooms
under
auspices
aeological
and wantonly destroy the property of
Woman's
the members of the Santa Fe
another, without any possible advan
club, the members of the chamber of tage to the destroyer is beyond com- commerce and such of our citizens as ,prehenslon.
are interested, snouiu ae win uucimi-td- . I
only hope that those who indulge
in this kind of thing will be yet ap-- !
at th''
The committee appointed
prehended and that they will be made
,.e tl.rt
if infiimprfO
" to pay heavily for their
crime, for
h.st week is directly responsible for' crime the law
it is, to destroy the
says
.i... K.i
i i
a flli'PCCOfl
n...
...1,
.
-pu
-'
u.e meeuM
y.u.u
roperty of another.
by Colonel Ralph Iwitchell and prob-- j
tQ gtop ,n
Th8 kind o( thjug has
of the
rbly a general discussion
jiiuestion of a Chautauqua for Santaong
re-

AS

All of Today's News Today"
PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 286

EDITORIAL ROOMS '3 1

PUBLICITY THE BEST INSURANCE

"

of the
Scarcely a day passes thai thu wire doesn't carry a story like that
man Harris, just sent to prison in New York for enticing from Louisville a
girl and secreting her in the big city until, with newly developed
zeal, the police found the clue and haled him to justice.
This crime is as old as history; but very new and very refreshing is
the vigor with which society at last is setting forth to break it up.
Every time sex is abused for money a man pays. Uusually a man also
gets the tainted money, or most of It. The lowest woman never falls so low
but that some man falls lower. We have long pursued and harrassed the
woman. We are just beginning to go for the man.
Hut tiny wide spread meanness,
Weakness in men Is easily understood.
this willingness to traffic in women's shame, to pick fat tolls of prostitution,
was man always like that? Or has some new demon arisen to bedevil our
modern civilization?
The hasty conclusion is that man today Is worse than formerly. But we
know, because our reason tells us. that this cannot be so. We see so many
unmistakable proofs that man is growing better that we must view this apparent exception with cure.
Isn't it a proof of man's improvement that, in this matter of the sex
reason of correction
dassion, so long regarded as a fixed fact of life
and therefore best li ft unnoticed, he is today, under the prompting of the
new social conscience, turning upon himself the publicity he once took so
much pains to avoid?
The only hope of stopping the pitiful sacrifice of womanhood to lust
and greed lies in the moral redemption of man. .lust as it is man who drags
woman down, so it must be man who will lift her and himself up.
That, happily, is beginning to he done. Behind the prosecution of white
slavers are men. Active in the movement for a minimum
wage are men
Womon, too, praise be. But the key to the problem Is man
necessarily man.
Man must be clean and humane before womanhood will be safe. The
God,
not the beast, in man has to be enthroned before we shall
get far 'out of this
sorry sex mess.
And that is what is happening
widely, encouragingly, more and more
each day. The boast is going under; the god in man is
getting the whip
hand.
Let the publicity of it increase, Society has no better form of life

11

to

-"-

WIU IOUOW.

This movement is along the publicity lines which we are all trying to
rake a feature of our present-da- adwork in the interest of our city's
vancement.
Any action that will bring people
attention to our
here and direct
It is
bi autiful old city is of value.
j'ist what we are endeavoring to do.
This may be one additional method
and it certainly will bear investigation and full discussion.
When the question was up in the
chamber of commerce the members
seemed to feel that here was an
avenue for further advertisement and
an opportunity to advance still further
Santa Fe's attractions by bringing
more people within our gates. Judg'-- 1
McPie and Prof. Asplund particularly
seemed to see in a Santa Fe Chautauqua a very great advantage.
It is to be hoped that a large attendance will be called out by the announcement of this meeting. It deserves discussion and investigation. It
may be a very great advantage to

Santa

IT'S THE COMING

THE BYSTANDER

Ke.

DOWN THAT HURTS
Brucker,
Joseph
Editor and Birdman. Wants to Balloon Over the Atlantic But the Water Is Wet and the Prospects of a
Bath Shock Joseph.
German-America-

n

It isn't the going up into the air,
loosely and somewhat nonchalantly.
through the medium of a few hatfuls of
gas that disturbs the careless servant,
the fervid orator or the balloopist
it's tho coming down. If some
means could be invented that would
ease one down so that the jolt of hitting the earth would be absorbed,
there'd be nothing to it.
And that is why Joseph Brucker is
taking his own sweet
time about making a trip across
the Atlantic ocean in his dlrigble balloon, "Suchard II." Brucker isn't at
a'l troubled about going up, but he
realizes the discouragement of coming
dewn on the wet and friendless ocean
wave when there is nobody around to
wave to or at. 'Wrapping your hopes
tuid a few square feet of hydrogen gas

Tallenders.
dilapidated and badly beaten
srow Hakes made their way to this
part of the country last Saturday. The
weather was very cold for this time oft
A few

the year.

Gallup Independent.
An Easy One.
"Where is Dona Ana county?" askeuj
a Santa Fe school teacher of a pupil
being drilled in New Mexico geograThe
phy and contemporary history.
reply was. "Where Major Llewellyn
lives." Clovis Journal.
The Reason For It.
There is always plenty to do for the
fellow who wants to And something to
do. The greatest trouble with the
ones who can't find anything to dn is
that they don't want to do anything
Farm-- i
when they get the opportunity.

n

FRANK McKANE,

Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.

FOUR PER CENT

n

German-America-

AMONG THE EDITORS.

J. B. READ,
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The Montezuma Hotel
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THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Rooms en suit with
Steam
Electric
baths.
Heat,
light,
private
Central Location.

Cuisine, and Table Service Unexcelled.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

WOODY'S SIA6E UN E

OPEN DAY AND NIGHT

Prom

La Saile Restaurant

W-
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barranca

CHAS. QANN, Prop.
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Telephone II.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
Regular Means, 25 cents.
Rooms for Rent, 25c and 50c.
Short Orders at All Hours.
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BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
French Noodle Order, 20c a dish.

'gton Enterprise.
It's A Good One.
There was some talk, during the national conventions last summer, about
a steam roller. What do you think of
the one the Democrats are using i i
ITus
connection with tariff revision?

TI ME DEPOSITS

New York Chop Suey, 60c.

to tags

Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip Teams
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wire Embudc
station.

Changes.
The meeting again yesterday with oi:e ever worked
smoother? Las
F.lmer K. Studley, of Raton, brought to Vegas Democrat.
mind and changes which are gradually
A LOST
"Pep" Needed.
in many instances
California's bid for publicity through
It seems a little peculiar and suggestive that all the wooing and siren going on, and
measure proving so sucthe
changes for the better.
calls for reorganization, harmony and peaceful settlement in the
present poA short time ago Studley was ap- cessful, Arizona is preparing to folJOSEPH BRUCKER.
litical crisis, comes from tho old Republican party.
board of low suit. Naturally, more ginger will
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Charles Springer, of Cimarron. As in doubts the necessary "pep" will Ijb ber is in the nature of a gamble, at
doubtless again flow from the Chicago conference.
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Please get the details clear: A cloudless day. A luring brook. A fisher- the call comes and do not confine all M. Woods, of the Ikewood Progress, Gorman
Line Dater month, day aad year,
25c
inch
Regular
or worked on
newspapers
to
on
own
the
state
and
his
our
confirmed
brave
their
views
fighting spirit
man wishing to obey the law. And a naughty bass which Insisted on butting
in
all
of
them
Defiance
Model
Band
cities
30
those
Dater
for
.
.
.
years.
1.50
is
field of politics where the danger
of mind last week. He doesn't believe
in.
He was a member at large of the State
Facsimile Signature Rubber Stamp mm4 Wood Cut
1.50
We don't know what you would do under those circumstances, but this small and a likelihood of any physical Mu Republicans holding office under a
Democratic administration, Not even Republican committee In Illinois and
is what Alfred Haney of Lansing, Michigan, did:
Pearl Check Protector
injury is very remote.
as
served
to
commissioner
Germany
Brother
He caught that bass caught him gently so as not to hurt; ran a string
Changes along the line indicated by fourth class
postofiices.
for the St. Tx)uls world's fair.
SELF-IN- K
INQ STAMP PADS.
through tho bass' gills; tied the interloper to a tree root out of harm's way, the appointment of Elmer Studley to Woods remarks that the Newkirks
A
few
went
to
he
Berlin
years
ago
1
3-will
and resumed his lawful fishing for blue gills. Intending, of course, when the succeed Charles Springer
4,
2 x 3 3--4, 25 cts ;
give! have had the Artesia postofllco for
15 cts;
2
x3
25 cts ;
in this state.
blue gills were all caught, to release Mr. Bass in sp'te of his ill manners.
several years, and that the job be- as the representative of a commercial
general satisfaction
35 cts;
2
3
60
4
2,
house
75 cts;
and
at
same
cts;
was
the
time
made
m
m
9
We say this is what Brother Haney intended, for that is what he told the
and that he
longs to a Democrat,
5 cts. All colors. SUkp t'Sd Ink, 25 cts per bottle.
4 1- -4 x
An Outrage.
should be holding it down now. As a managing director of the
judge, before whom a fish warden haled him. And who, pray, can better
clubs in the kaiser's capital
tell of a man's intentions than the man himself?
I have had occasion several times In matter of fact it appears to us that
FOR TYPE SPFCIMENS ADDRESS,
Alas for the uncertainty of human justice, that judge believed him not, this column to speak of the destruc- the Artesia postofflce belong to three which are organized for the purpose
of
relations
between
promoting
good
but instead sent Haney up for 10 days!
in
tive propensities of some persons
Democrats, and pending negotiations
So beware, brethren, of the hook and line. Shun even the appearance of Santa Fe, who seem to take delight to quiet title there should be no ob- this country and Germany. He has alevil. If a bass comes flirting around out of season, slap it on the fin and run ill. simply tearing to pieces, without
ways been interested in balloons and
jection to the present incumbent serv- - he
secured capital in Europe ior hk
Straight home!
warrant and without reason, the trees Mug the people. Pecos Valley News.
SANTA H-.proposition to cross the Atlantic just
j..
and shrubbery which our citizens!
before
Wellman
made
his
set
to
attempt.
out
for
the
have taken the pains
RACES WITH
WHERE DID WE GET IT?
purpose of beautifying our city.
I U
fCkO
Human nature Beems to possess one quality 'hat is inexplicable.
t w Ult
III LLC.
ViSti TIIIA
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
This is brought to mind once morej
Just when this strain got into our system it is difficult to determine.
case that has just come under my
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
in
a
U. S. Land Office at banta Fe, N. M.
Foley Kidney Pills repay your conIt is the morbid sentiment.
Arthur Selig- - Philadelphia,
fidence in their healing and curative
May 13. Two men
January 28, 1913.
April 12, 1913.
The body of a girl was found the other day in Fox Creek near Detroit. observation.
set out in front of his residence were killed t,his afternoon when their Department of the Interior,
Notice Is hereby given that Julian
qualities. Any kidney or bladder dis
There Is a mystery surrounding her death. There seems to be evidence of a aman
a
row of young elm trees, which are automobile ran directly in front of a
Notice is hereby1 given that
ease not beyond the reach of medicine Romero, of Kennedy; N. M., who, on
criminal operation and of an effort to hide the wrong.
be
to
the
Pino
it
had
with
which
Jose
car
de
heir
of
acknowledged
among
will yield to their use. Mrs. Cordelia August 5th, 1909, made Homestead EnAlarld,
most,Bpeeding
trolley
Hundreds of people visited the spot where the body of the unfortunate
effective and beautiful of all those jbfen racing on the road at the foot de la Cruz Pino, of Galisteo, N. M Copeland, Ardeola, Mo., says: "I had try No. 09474, for Lots 1, 2, 3, and 4,
Pedestrians, carriages, automobiles,
girl was discovered.
motorcycles which
grace the parks and resident ct Skippack Hill, a mile east of Col who, on Nov. 26, 1910, made Home kidney and bladder trouble for over a Section 18, Township 13 N., Range 9
thronged the bridge over the hitherto obscure stream and many of the pilof
of our eastern cities, legeville.
stead Entry No. 014579, for SW
year and 5 bottles of Foley Kidney E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed nogrims to the scene of the tragedy clipped off piece i of brick and mortar com- portionswas many
no other purpose In going;
a SW
12 N.,
There
Sec.
at
and
were
Both
vehicles
31,
Twp.
Pills cured me." It is the same story tice of intention to make five year
running
as
to
take
souvenirs.
the
away
breakwater,
posing
NW
NW
SW
Section from every one who uses them. All proof, to establish claim to the land
Just what pleasure or satisfaction can be gained from a piece of brick or to the pains of setting out these trees rapid rate side by Bide when the auto N
mortar from a wall confining a creek where a girl was drowned, seems a other than to add to the beauty of the suddenly swerved from Its course and 6, TownshlD 11 N.. Range 13 E., N. M say, "they cured me." The Capital above described, before Register and
make an already t attractive cut across In front of the car. It was P. Meridian, has filed notice of Inten- Pharmacy.
Receiver, U. S. Land Office at Santa
part of psychology or philosophy that it is beyond the power of the common city and
street more attractive still.
hurled against a wall and smashed in- - tion to make five year proof, to es
Fe, New Mexico, on May 24, 1913.
mortal to Appreciate.
These trees have been broken down to a tangled mass of machinery,
tablish claim to the land above de
Claimant names as witnesses:
There is tragedy enough in life without endeavoring to bring into it sorIt will not pay you to waste your
One man was thrown over the wall scribed, before Register and Receiver
rows and grief with which one is In no way associated and reveling in that or the tops torn off by some contemp-- l
Varela, Marcos Gonzales, of
Jose
time writing out your legal formi
morbid curiosity that seems to be attached to anything that approaches death tible miscreant, and for what purpose"! to his death and the other was man- - U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Santa Fe, N. M., Francisco Gonzales,
can
when
them
you
get
Is it just a spirit that is devilish? Islg;ed amid the twisted machinery of on the 10th day of March, 1913.
already print
Martinez of Kennedy, N. M.
in unusual form.
ed at the New Mexican Printing com Trinidad
Claimant names as witnesses:
it considered an exhibition of humor? the car.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
We need to turn more to the brighter things with which life is filled.
I it to be "smart," or what It Is? I
Juan Baca, Placldo Lopez, of Leyla pany.
The dead, William J. Engle, chauf-hepRegister.
the: time will come when these ,feur for William Gorstley, Jr., and Al N. M ittcnlo Villanueva,
Agustln
James Bogus, of Los Angeles, the other day played "Suwanee River"
In
Work fo? t"i New irexieai. it Is
this bert Herberr., a friend of Enele. who Rajrire of Galisteo, N. M.
on a piano while standing on his head. We have a!! heard the old song sung contemptible pups who Indulge
Work for the New Mexican. It is
MANUEL R. OTERO.
in such a manner that it would make an audience crazy enough to stand on kind of thing will be discovered and were testing the auto, which has just
working for yea, tor Saata Pa and working for you, for Santa Fe and
when they are that they will be given been reualred.
its head.
Register the new state
be new state.

surance.
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Are You Subject
To Constipation
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COLORADO PEOPLE LIKE

MASC'C.

FE

OLD SANTA

:

A

Here is a Simple Way of Correcting It
Instantly Before it Becomes
Chronic.
Very few people go through life
without Bome time or other being

COUPLE FROM THE SPRINGS
AND DELIGHTED
A

Lode

Montezuma

A

No. 1, A F. & A. M

FOR RENT Furnished front roam.
communiRegular
Don Gaspar.
cation first. Monday Piano for sale.
of each mouth at
Lost A Cerbin Lock Key. Reward
at for return to X. Y. 7..
Hall
New Mexicai,.
Masonic

SURPRISED

WITH THE TOWN AND

7:9.0.
E. It. PAFL, W. M.

TnlP TO SANTA CLARA PUEBLO
CHAS.

E. LINNEY,

Secretary.

oi

U)ST
return

locket.

Reward

to New Mexican office.

i

With all that is written, printed and
tr.lked of this section, it would seem
sometimes, that the majority of the
people here do not realize the charm,
die zest, the uniqueness, and the
of the country about Santa

troubled with constipation. Thousands injure themselves by the use of
strong cathartics, salt mineral waters,
pills and similar things. They have
temporary value in some cases, it is
true, but the good effect is soon lout,
and the more one takes of them the
less effective they become.
A physic or purgative is seldom nec
essary and much better and more per
nianent results can be obtained by us
ing a scientific remedy like Dr. Cald
well's Syrup Pepsin. It does not hide
behind a high sounding name, but is
what is represented to be, a milu laxative medicine. It is so mild that thousands of mothers give it to tiny infants, and yet it is so compounded,
and contains such definite ingredients
that it will have equally good effect
when used by a person suffering from
the worst chronic eoustipation. In
fact, among the greatest endorsers of
Syrup Pepsin are elderly people who
have suffered for years and found
nothing to benefit them until they

FOR RENT Modem house, au
Fe Chapter No
A. M.
Regular 'furnished house. 102 Chapelle St.
seconc .
convocation
TO RENT In the Diaz building, or.
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 'west, side of plaza, several office
rooms overlooking park.
7:S0 p. m.
J. A. MASSIE,
For Ily screens, screen doors or job
H.
ARTHUR SEMGMAN,
carpenter work, phone J 73 W. EstiSecretary.
Work guaranteed.
mates furnished.
Santa Fe Commandery
No. 1, K. T. Regular
FOR RENT A five room modern
conclave fourth Moa house, electric liyht, hath, range, nice
5frjSS'- - day in each month at .'..ud, tine location. Phone J2.'l 3. tf
t Mason c Hal at 7:30
p. m.
FOR RENT Rooms for men. Newly
WESLEY O. CONNER, JR E. C. furnished.
Hot water heat. Cse of
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
library. Mrs. A. K. P. Robinson Cor-i.e(Irani and Johnson, Tel. 270.1.
Santa Fe Lodge or I'e- feetion No. 1, llth tieWANTED A com poSl'ITATION
gree. Ancient and Ac- tent, experienced lady stenographer
Rite ol in both Kiiiclish and Spanish, desires
ccpted ScotU'-'Free Masonry i!oets on pociiion In New Mexico or Arizona.
in
the third Monday cf each month at Mas had ten years' experience
references.
7:30 o'clock in the evening in the New old Mexico. I vest
Rite dress P. (. Hox r.t.fi, Denver, Colo.
Scottish
Visiting
Masons are cordially invited to attend,
TYPEWRITERS
E. C. AttllOTT, 2.
Venerable Master Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
Ribbons and supplatens furnished.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, Secy.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchcangel
and tented. Standard makes handled.
B. P. O. E.
work and typewriters guarSanta Fo LodgeNo All repair Santa
ExEe Typewriter
P. O. K. anteed.
400. 0.
W.
hoids Its regular change, Phono
tession on the secINSTRUCTION--Englis- h
and
fourth
and
ond
mail
ish short-hanlessons
by
by
Wednesday cf each
teacher, ten years in
1 in
V i
month.
ico city; and who is coming to your
brothers are invk
school
eity to establish n short-haned and welcome.
soon. Address, Mrs. A. M. L. Came
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
ron. M.jI t alitonna ht., Lienver, coin,
Exalted Ruler.
C. H. WILSON,
Sant;
1.

It.

j

Fe.

A description of a trip taken by a
we do to convince you that you positively
What more
couple who were here from Colorado
can find perfect health and relief from your suffering by
Springs, and who invited the secretary of the chamber of commerce ami
using Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound? All the
the newsman to go with them, is worth
world knows of the wonderful cures which have been made
a brief review, as showing not only
B.
PRUITT
by
MRS. G.
seme of the charm of such a trip, but
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, yet some women
do not yet realize that all that is claimed for it is true.
live so comparativelwho
what
people
gralld iH3i1.tivti tonic is that it is suit- y near us, who have never seen this
to believe that
If suffering women could be
ed to the needs of every member of
country, think of it.
the family. It is pleasant-lasting- ,
is
claimed fur it,
all
medicine
that
old
will
do
this
we
was
glorious us
grand
Sunday morning
tinlike harsh
mild and
in the reliable little car,
end!
would
how
their
away
sped
quickly
suffering
physics it works gradually and in a It aving Santa Fe behind us and coververy brief time the stomach and ing the ridge to the north, along the
We have published in the newspapers of the United States
bowel muscles are trained to do their eld
Santa Fe trail, and rapidly bring-ii.more genuine testimonial letters than have ever been pubwork naturally again, when all mediinfo sight. Our
Kspauola
valley
lished in the Interest of any other medicine for women in
cines can be dispensed with.
host and hostess, the latter a superb
and every year we publish many new testimoYou can obtain a bottle at any drug
the world
used to the wonders u
store for fifty cents or one dollar. The driver, though
all
and true.
scennials,
of
the
and
its
genuine
Colorado,
granduer
latter size is usually bought by fam- ery,
saw something new all the time
Reilies who already know its value.
to win their admiration and deserve
took Syrup Pepsin.
sults are always guaranteed or money their favorable comment.
" I wish to
refunded.
families
be
will
of
millions
a
one, what your remedies have
is
fact that
It
Elnfiton, Ohio.
As we sped along and down into the
If no member of your family has Sfction where
thank yon for the ;roiid I ihirivtMl done for me." .Mis Kiioda
have Syrup Pepsin constantly In the
the red hills and fautas- Hox o'.to, llhilTton, Ohio.
from Lydia E. l'iiikltam's Yegvta-blt- )
Pepsin and you tics and dunes looked all the more
house, homes like those of Mrs. G. B. ever used Syrup
sonictinio
I
would like to make a personal trial of odd for the
nft'o.
Compound
Pruitt, Berea, Ky., who used Dr.
patches of newly acquired
suffered each month siicli agony
Pentwater, Jlicli. "A year ago
Syrup Pepsin as a laxative it before buying it in the regular way green, worn by the ranches, the conI could scarcely endure, and I was very weak and tins doctor
that
tonic. Mrs. Pruitt writes that it so of a druggist, send your address a trast became more noticeable
and
after taking three bottles of I.ydia said I had a serious displacement.
strengthened and cleansed her system postal will do to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, beautiful. The blossoms in the orI had backache and hearing clown
E. Pinkhsim's Vegetal le Com111.,
that she was quickly relieved of a 117 Washington St., Monticello,
chards this year are very thick, and
pains so had that I could not sit
pound I was entirely cured.
severe cough which had troubled her and a free sample bottle will be mall-fo- r the fresh emerald of the cotton woods
"Then I had an at tack of organic in a chair or walk across the floor
mouths. The special value of this ed you.
in their spring garb were ineompar- inflammation and tonic Lydia E, and 1 was in severe pain all the
The Colorado folks
able in beauty.
I'inkham's Vegetal il (.'oimxmnd time. I felt discouraged as I had:
were interested in everything, because
and I am cured. I thank you for taken everything I could think of
what your remedies have done for and was no better. I began takthey are observing people and have
me and should anything bother ing Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetahover seen anything like it. They
ble ('om)Kitind and now 1 am
me again, I shall use it again, for
were interested even in the Spanish
strong and healthy." Mrs. Alice
I have great faith in your remesalutations that were given and reDak uno, K. F. 1. No. 2, Box 77,
testimouse
You
dies.
Secretary
we
as
my
ceived
may
passed.
by the natives
father got up about 2:30 in the mornFalse Alarm.
nial and welcome. 1 tell every Pentwater, Mich.
in the great
were
interested
They
out
to
was
he
the
at
Bosleys ing saying
A dynamite explosion
going
Santa Fe Camp Expert Repairer of Watches
The boy castle like formations wrought by the
camp Monday caused a lot of excite- "dug out'' for a minute.
M. W. a
HO years Lydia K. Pinkhiuu's Vegetable
13514,
For
hand
adorn
of
the
that
plastic
nature,
ment and little damage, and rumors' thinking nothing of the act, remained
and Clocks. Engraving.
been the standard remedy tor fesecond Tues
has
meets
Compound
carved
had
been
and
that
by
of dozens of men killed reached here. in the house until he heard a pistol earth,
ills. No one sick with woman's ailments
male
soeach
month,
day
the
of
untold
the
and
winds
rains
ages.
With J. H. Blain, San Pr.incitico St.
does justice to herself if she docs not try this faDr. Schwald responded to a hurry call, shot, and rushing out found his father
cial meeting thirn
mous medicine made from roots and herbs, it
but on reaching the camp found but dying from the awful wound indicted The young "MiHsus'' as we would say
Fireat
Tuesday
has restored somany sufferinjrwoinentohealth.
the throat with the juglar vein cut in the vernacular of certain sections
one man hurt, and that was not. very
man's Hall. Visit PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
land the blood pouring from him.
It of America, said that the whole atfcWritetoT.YMAE.l'lNKHAW MEDICINE CO.
serious. Maxwell Mail.
welcome.
ing
neiguuors
for
advice.
LYNN,
MASS.,
Sh"
lis thought ho simply fired the gun to mosphere of this country is different
(CONFIDENTIAL)
A. G. WH1TT1ER, Consul.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Your letter will be opened, read and answered
announce the fact that he had killed ;'.hd foreign to anything that, she had
Can Afford It.
A. E. P. ROP1NSON, Cleric.
eonlldenco.
in
strict
held
woman
and
a
by
ver seen, and she has traveled some.
At the last meeting of the board of himself, as no evidence was afforded
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
both of
impressed
commissioners they ordered the pay- to indicate that he meant to bring This difference
ODD TELLOWS,
n ,Mn n tr !itwl iiilftr.
1.,'..
11..'., .......
ft
fl...i.i
.,u
lii,rinr
City Attorney.
.In.,,
hack
Downes'
ment of Treasurer
No. 2, I. O. O. F.
evidently didn't know Jerry Sullivan'.'
Bank Building,
Rev. Oivens leaves a family of five i csting rpiality. The gentleman, who HE
pay which had been accumulated for
could possibly know Jerry Sullivuit
') Santa Fe Lodgt Capital City Rooms
lie
more than a year, and which amount- children in this county, and one or 1'as also been a traveler, said that he
Oh.
meets
meant
he
said.
DIRT
if
LITTLE
PAV
he
what
regularly
really
Smta Fe, New Mexico.
ed to some four thousand dollars. The two in the east, one of these being atjwuld llot understand why more peon y, but Senator Cummins didn't like every Thursday evening at 8 o'clocl
go-come
of
not
do
here
instead
Mr.
Downes
!'
notes
that
be
The
will
Oklahoma.
In Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth
Norman,
body
Independent
Does Jerry Sullivan, Who Has More l is old rival being put in that job at
G. W. PRICHARD,
has just purchased a new 40 horso
Gold Teeth Than Any Other Bryan all. Not a bill of it. Sullivan was too ffra always welcome.
Oklahoma
from
Attorney and Counsellor-at-Law- .
of
hundreds
go
Lib
people
jwill either be shipped to Kansas or
too
power Pathfinder car Lordsburg
all
the
too
a
man
honest,
great
Practices in all the District Courts
Man, and Pulls Down The N. Y. Ap- big,
buried here. The family living in i(. the Springs and other points in
eral.
way through to be shunted into a job FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA an( grves Bpecjal attention to ease
praiser Job Plum.
IClovis was notified and was taken to (Vlorado in their automobiles, seeml'kc that. Senator Cummins said there Lodge No. 25!), holds Its regular before the state Suurcme court,
i
'tlio far, ii Kt. n nfiiirtiHol- lgly unmindful of the attractions that
Fireman Kills Self.
. ,,,,,:
w
wasn't a job on earth or anywhere meeting on ihe first Thursday of each',-.,.,,,.i n
pi,i
(By A. F. Ferguson.)
R. R. Snyder, who at one time was a
It is said that two brothers of the lie west of their state. He saw no
.
;
A preacher's innocent, comment on else that, was quite good enough for month at Fireman's hall at 7:30 p. ui
not
should
reason
this
country
own
why
lirotnan on the Santa Fe between this Givens died by a rash act of their
. Chas. R. Easley,
rum, Romanism and rebellion may Jerry. That's how ho felt about it. Visiting brothers are invited and wel iChas. F. Easlcy,
c'ty and Albuquerque, committed sui- hands. No possible reason can be as- have exactly as many tourists as any have defeated one man for the presi- - Hut Jerry will have to put his pride come.
EASLEY & EA3LEY.
cide one day last week.
Family signed for this on. Clovis Journal. place in Colorado.
BENITO ALAR1D, President
Which
in his pocket and take It.
aw.
Attorneys-a- t
Outlaws Caught. '
trc.ubles bad developed into a divorce
Passing alternately between great tlency; the positive opinion that the
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
has done.
and cefor
Courts
i . mhorf st rpt rh eK nf iinrk-- I U. hmri. dot ted withitPriff w as a local issue, rolled into :i jerry
the
in
Practice
been
Pnitmm.n
j,voH
had
wife
granthis
and
just
suitj
All of which but goes to show what
ed a divorce a few hours before. Sny- returned the latter part of last week cedar and pfnon, and running along i'"", vernal cornucopia uy ins oppo-sid- it means to be. a Democrat and a
FARMER1
ucjiouuicui.
W.
F
Land grants and titles examined.
of alfalfa fields and touches of 'ents, was used as a schute to pass
der shot twice through a door at his from a short trip to San Miguel and
No.
Homestead
not to say frenzied supporter,
Santa
Fe. N. M branch Office, Estan-cia- ,
th;il resnond so nuleklv to cut-- ! ar other candidate to oblivion there friend,
wife and thinking he had killed her Mora counties where he was dispatch2879,
Brother
of
Bryan for years'
N. M.
turned the gun on himself. He was ed to apprehend two horsethieves and tivation and irrigation, wo came to the fore, who shall say that fervid free and William Jennings
Amerihood
of
years. Sullivan is a big, upstandwide river bed of the Santa Cruz, and silver sentiments, hissed through the
a member of the Brotherhood of Loco cattle rustlers.
can
Yoemen.
broad
shouldered,
ruddy
man,
ing
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
motive Firemen. Gallup Independent.
In San Miguel county he appre- stopped at the old church in the MexMeets second
haired, warm hearted. Being from
Dentist.
Disastrous Fire.
hended a horsethief by the name of ican village by that name, with its
Monand
fourth
Iowa it was only natural that he should
At 4:30 a. m. Friday the derrick and Jose Preatta, who was taken to Las carved rafters and interesting inter-ier- .
Jewelry Store . ..
Ovr
Spitz
days of the
fust have been mentioned for the job
2 and 3.
Rooms
From there we went quickly to
equipment of the Pecos Valley Oil and Vegas to court. He did not resist armonth
at the Phone Red 6.
of secretary of agriculture in the WilOas company, over the Brown well rest.
Espanola, and on to the Santa Clara
Fireman's Hall.
son cabinet.
was totally destroyed by fire. Several
Office Hour; 8 a. m. to 5 p at.
The guests being acquainted
A criminal warrant was sworn out pueblo.
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
lie is the kind of a man who proves
hundred barrels of oil In tanks near for one John l.pwis. who was onerat- - with the Indians were able to show
And by Appointment.
Cor.
See.
David
Gonzales.
a real honest value, whether you
the well was also burned An alarm i ,
m the Mora- ,.ountry.
He was them much of pueblo life, to let them
view nun as a citizen, a lawyer, a
was sent to the Artesia fire depart charged with
Santa Fe Lodge
carrying a dangerous see how they really live, to greet and
statesman or, defying ancient adage,
M.
No. 2, Knights of C.
ment, but owing to the distance from weapon and for shooting up the town shake hands with them, to meet the
in
his
him
look
glittering
straight
town and lack of means to cover it, it of Mora. Several warrants have been governor, and to afford them the op- PfJYSICAN and SURGEON,
Pythias meets
mouth.
was decided that It would be useless issued for the arrest of Lewis, but portumty ot using tneir camera,
j ne
every
Monday
9
Rooms
Laughlin BIdg. Calls
from
to attempt to take the engines
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NEW MEXICAN
BROKEN BONES BROKE
UP THE BROKAW HOME.
Colorado Springs, Colo.. May 13.
Clarence Pierce Brokaw,. of New
York, in jail here since Sunday on
his wife's charge that, he assaulted
her with a skillet, today appealed to
the sheriff of El Paso county to have
the train
.Mrs. Brokaw taken from
New
which is hearing her toward
York, together with the eight year
old son of the couple. The sheriff
refused to make any attempt to intercept Mrs. Brokaw, and informed-ththat his wife
imprisoner husband,
had a perfect right to take her son
"Buster" to New York or anywhere
elso she pleased.
More than a year ago, Brokaw
came to Colorado Springs, bringing
the boy with him. The incident, then
heralded as a sensational kidnapping
followed a series of domestic difficulties in the Brokaw family in which
various charges were made.
Later Mrs. Brokaw came to Colorado Springs, and a reconciliation
was effected.
Sunday Mrs. Brokaw had her husband arrested, charging that he had
With
broken two of her fingers.
Brokaw safely in jail, she packed her
and departed
personal belongings
last night for the cast.

F. ANDREWS OFFICIAL NEWS.
Grocery, Bakery and Market.

JUST RECEIVED
Another Carload of
"EMPRESS FLOUR."

District Court Juries For Rio Arriba. K:i rnest. of thin city, as a delegate to
On Thursday, May 1,1, .Indue. Abljott tie National Association of Supervia- will draw the grand and petit juries ors of State Hanks, which will be held
for the regular June term cf the din- - at St. Paul, .Minnesota, .Monday, Juno
tilct court for Kio Arriba county, to 2,
Notaries Public.
be held at Tierra Amarilln, Monday,
The following is the list of notaries
June 2. The deckels will be rather
governor since
large In that county this term, a Brent public appointed by the
he last report: J. V. ileilly, Questa;
Ideal of business having accumulated
Edwin Crampton, Raton; Jose Felipe
since the last t' l tn of court.
I

Try Our Auto Delivery Service.

IN MILLINERY,
Especially on Untrimmed Hats
OF LATEST PATTERNS

13, 1913.

CHARGED WITH IMPORTING
LABORERS FROM MEXICO.
Denver, May 13. Violation of the
federal law which prohibits the Importation of contract labor is the
charge made ngaiuBt J. M. Archuleta,
a citizen of Colorado, in a complaint
filed today in the United States district court by United States District
Attorney H. E. Kelly.
Archuleta is accused of bringing
four unskilled Mexican workmen Into
the United States from Agua Prieta,
Mexico, under contract to work for
him.

BIG DRIVE
SHAPES

MAY

INCLUDED

MISSA.MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

Sandoval; R. H. Harper, MesThe Dr. Anna Sarah Brown Case.
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acres, never dreaming of the wealth
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which assayed so high that the reports
H. lirms, and by Sam H. Cowan, attorney THE AUSTRALASIAN MINING
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me
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corporation commission. Messrs.
London, May 13. The recent sale of
Howell Earnest a Delegate.
sue
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McDonald has appointed person and Williams are expected a controlling interest in the Mount value of their property, and
Hall
the state traveling auditor, Howell home this week and may arrive today. Morgan Gold mines, or .Queensland, to readily sold for $3200. Thomas
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and
in,
others
and
Australian
an
syndicate
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Bon)e jooo.OOO, recalls one of the retaining a half interest.
ti at everybody will make an especial
, eat romaUces of
The riches of the mine became a
mining in Austra-efior- t
to attend. The Woman's club iusul,
byword. Some of the quartz produced
i nd tho Woman's Board of Trade have
The Morgan mines, named after two as much as 800 ounces of the finest
also been invited to attend and In tlim-,,1 tlio anfnstl gold to the ton, and when $5,000,000
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The New Mexican, if your business meeting anu a tun aiscussion oi me
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There
Meet This Evening
in the world. NON- last May gave $5,000,000 for educaM. Flager, ill at his home here"
a special meeting of Montezuma lodge
KINK is a superior
Washington, D. C, May 13. For- tional and charitable work in Austra- Henry
PHARMACY
for
several
weeks, was reported weak
in Masonic hall at 8
this
evening
in
the
country prepareign delegates
moulded pure
TjltajL
noted little!
o'clock. The Fellow Craft degree will ing for the centenary celebration of lia.
today, but physicians
Para Rubber.
The original
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Hall, Thomas, was change in his general condition.
All visiting Masons the treaty of Ghent, left today for
be conferred,
are cordially Invited to be present. for Philadelphia, after being the
,
Delivery guests of John A. Stewart, of
Motorcycle
Red Color
Pash Bros, Motorcyclery.
Service.
at a breakfast at the Army and 9.
127 San Francisco St. Phone 96J.
and a Popular
Navy club.
Seller with
Wanted Teams for hauling lumber.
Secretary Bryan today bade the
Short distance. Good wages. Santa delegates from the empire farewell in
, I
usfoSyears.- f.) ,
Fe Lumber and Transfer Co.
In
j
the name of the United States.
Fully GuarElegantly Furnished Rooms for rent. the course of his remarks, ho said
anteed and
s
The finest rooms in the city, having the preparations of the peace celebram
nrea-Ai;-an Extra Good
electric lieht. steam heat anJ haths. tion were in the nature of a building
.
Quality.
The European Hotel,
centrally lo- of the greatest
and
cated.
State Progressive Headquar- that it was called "friendship."
ters in the hotel.
"Its compass is the heart," said Mr.
Reward Bryan,
Lost A Corbin Lock Key
describing the allegorical ship
New Mexican. of
for return to X. Y. 7..
peace, "Its sliells carry good will,
Band Needs Money it was stated its missiles are protected
by the
officially by a member of the band smokeless power of love, its captain
I want you
that unless subscriptions are paid is' the 'Prince of Peace.'
this month the hand will have to cease to drink with me to the battleship of
discoursing music. Those who have friendship, No target will withstand
pledged financial aid are urged to send that which friendship sends abroad."
Mr. Stewart, chairman of the Amerjhi their subscriptions.
com3ktee, said a
Just received another big shipment ican executive
of that delicious
candy made by meeting would bo held h.""New York
Johnston, at Zook's Pharmacy.
May 23, when plans will be formuis killDeath of an Old Scout Word has lated for raising several million dolbeen received here of the passing lars for the American features of the
is
Similar meetaway of an old pioneer and scout who proposed celebration.
is
used to live iu Santa Fe and who ings are- to be held by sub commitdied at Denver last week. It was J. tees in London, Melbourne and Ghent.
W. Cooper, the old Grand Army man
Now-yo- ur
REFUSED TO ARBITRATE.
and old timer, who was nearly SO
!
years of age. About five years ago
he gave up the management, and opCincinnati, Ohio, May 13. The riew
eration of a saw mill at the place union of Cincinnati street car emof
And
mimed after him on the Pecos, and ployes today refused to arbitrate with
a suburb of the Cincinnati Traction company unmoved to Edgewater,
Denver, where he lived in retirement der the conditions offered by the latuntil his death. Mr. Cooper was one ter and decided to continue the strike.
and Recognition of the union before arbiof the last well known scouts
sidepioneers of New Mexico, and his tration is Insisted upon by the union
journey across the final Great Divide i"ien.
to-da- y.
was but the culmination of a long and
The traction company, which has
well lived life.
not been able to operate any of its
Piano for Sale In first class condi- cars sjnCe Saturday afternoon, had ofHon. Call between 2 and 4 p. m. 107 ffire(j to arbitrate with "the men"
AND AUTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES.
avenue.
defeatwork
viding tho employes resumed
Case in the supreme court this week pending the result of the arbitration.
involves title to lands worth a for
The decision to refuse to arbitrate
Wood-Davi- s
tune. An abstract from us would vas reached after Mayor Henry T,
have shown up the defective title. Hunt, as well as several labor leaders,
If It's Hardware We Have It.
Santa Fe Title Abstract Co., R. B. had addressed the meeting of the unLee, Secy. U. S. Bank & Trust Co. ion men. The mayor urged arbitraNEW MEXICO.
SANTA FE. - Only
Bldg.
tion, but his appeal apparently was
4DaM;eof
In
The
Woman's
June
Plaza Fiesta
in vain.
$
Board of Trade have selected June 12
The traction company, earlier in the
dav. eave out a statement that in case
ladies have made a great success of (he u))ion refused to arbitrate it would
heir fiestas in the past and it i 'once more aUempt to operate its cars
hoped that this year's will be no
more trouble is feared.
After
It is anticipated that the rejecting the traction company's pro-neceptlon.
use
be
ready for
plaza lights may
posal the un,on men drew up a letler
subon that date, which would add greatly outlining their attitude, which they
to the- beauty and enjoyment of the stnt to Mayor Hunt, who, In turn, for- There is no factor that warded it to the officials of the street
occasion.
tends to help and improve our city car company.
Board of
more than the Woman's
Trade, and Santa Fe folks will Iw
SOCIALIST IS OUSTED.
I!
ready to respond at that time to help
make the fiesta a success. The ladies
13.
N.
a
At
Y., May
Buffalo,
stormy
have already shown what they can do session of the United Trades and Laand if In no other way, the library bor council which lasted from 8
contents o'clock last night until early this
building and its valuable
W. G. SARGENT,
7
has proven the inestimable value of morning, W. Frank Cattell, a Socialthis organization to the city.
in
ist, was ousted for membership
Use Pure Vanilla, it pays to use a the council.
W. H. MENDENHALL,
The formal . charge
good, pure extract if you want to get against him was that, he had made
the best results from your cooking slanderous statements about the counand baking. Zook has it
cil's business agent.
The De Vargas will be remoielled in the Spanish style and
Public Meeting Tonight The meet
and subscription price of
ing to De neio tonigui ai uie urn
NOTICE
nevly furnished throughout; also freshly painted and
ace is one that snouia oe nttenneo ny Tc .,, contractors. Builders. Cement
THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN (DAILY). NEW MEXICAN REVIEW (WEEKLY) AND EL NUEVO
e eryone interested in the welfare of
MEXICANO (WEEKLY) ARE AS FOLLOWS:
papered. Many private baths and all the comWorkers.
cur city. Mr. R. E. Twitchell, who is Notice is hereby given that bids
hotel.
forts of a first-claFOURTH PERIOD.
THIRD PERIOD.
veil known to the people of Santa Fe,.wm De received for the building and
is to be the main Bpeaker of the even- - construction of certain
and
From May 19th to May 24th, Inclusive, the
From May 12th to 17th, inclusive, the follow
in and about
iug and as he is here in the interests j0ther improvements
votes will be issued on subscriptions:
ing votes will be Issued on subscriptions:
of forming a Summer Chautauqua, thejthe, plaza in the city of Santa Fe; said
NEW MEXICAN.
NEW MEXICAN.
meeting should he attended by every Dids to be submitted in writing to
Votes
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Price
man, woman and child of the city, Mayor or City Clerk of said city of
New
Old
a
Carrier
Mail
New
Old
Mail
Carrier
Fe within 20 days from date
Plans are to be discussed for a
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manent organization of this kind and hereof; said work Is to be done in
3 Mo..
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$ 1.50
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.1
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CONTEST

Only eleven days for candidates who are competing in this big
race to choose between victory or defeat. What are you going to do
about it? You have entered the home stretch now. The pace
ing but it in you to win if you will. Your capacity and popularity
the final test.
have been demonstrated. Are you game? This
Can you finish strong, as you have run, with the best talent and the
keenest wit in Santa Fe and the entire State of New Mexico pitted
against you? You can if your courage doesn't fail you now. If you
can trust your own judgment as to your competitors' strength,
based on figures and observations, and lay your plans accordingly,
you certainly can win.
Of course there is a limit to your activity. So there is to all of
your adversaries. The question is, whose resources and endurance
transcends. Who can make all the others "Lay Down?" If we
know character at all, we opine that no such misery as a quitter will
appear among the candidates that are entered in the New Mexican's
race. Certainly the winner will be entitled to admiration for
ing such a field, and as certainly will commendations be the due of
those who "DIE GAME."

"Third Period" Voting Schedule

Candidates and their friends are urgently advised to turn in every
available subscription on or before 9 o'clock Saturday night. May
16th in order to realize the full voting power on each subscription.
Orders turned in next week, the last week of the contest, will be
ject to the "Fourth Period" vote schedule which means a material
decrease in votes (see Schedule below). Get your orders in early.
Candidates residing outside the city of Santa Fe will, as heretofore,
be privileged to mail their letters containing .subscriptions .from
their home towns as late as 9 o'clock Saturday night, May 17th.
And all letters bearing the postmark of that date will be accepted
on the "Third Period" and votes issued accordingly.
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